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Copy used in Southeastern Magazine and Southeastern Monthly should be written in a clear and concise 

style. By adhering to this and following consistent and proper grammar rules, the reader is less prone to 

confusion and distraction and thus better able to engage with the material, and in turn with 

Southeastern. 

The official style guide for these publications is The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th Edition. The official 

dictionary source is Merriam Webster.  

The following pages are not an extensive account of these two guides; instead, they offer an overview of 

some of the most common questions and mistakes, clarification on use when multiple options are listed 

as acceptable in The Chicago Manual of Style, rules for occurrences that are not yet listed in The Chicago 

Manual of Style, and University or Southeastern Magazine specific language. In instances where these 

guides and this document differ, the rules listed in this document should always be used. 

This document will be updated annually to include the most up-to-date rules, common questions and 

mistakes, and new terminology. 
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The purpose of both Southeastern Magazine and Southeastern Monthly is to engage members of the 

Southeastern community to help them remain connected to, or better reconnect with, their University. 

This is done through articles and original content that represent some of the most noteworthy, 

impactful, or intriguing accomplishments, honors, awards, initiatives, partnerships, donations, research, 

history, and personal stories from across the Southeastern community (with a heavy focus on alumni) 

and the University itself. 

All content should be chosen and created with this purpose in mind, and it should demonstrate some 

form of impact on students, alumni, faculty and staff, the community, or the University.  

The overall content within each publication should also represent a rounded view of Southeastern as 

whole, covering topics and news that span the various colleges, departments, offices, and organizations 

as much as possible. 
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Audience and Voice 

The primary audience for Southeastern Magazine and Southeastern Monthly is the Southeastern alumni 

audience, along with other adult University stakeholders including faculty and staff, supporters and 

donors, and community partners. Southeastern students are currently the secondary audience. 

Therefore, copy should be written with this adult audience (who have some understanding of 

Southeastern and the area, but represent a wide variety of generations, majors, occupations, and 

interests) in mind.  

Third person voice should always be used, except in potential circumstances where a contributor is 

specifically asked to write a personal account of their story. 

 

First vs. Last 

Always maintain consistency on name usage (first vs. last) throughout the same article, story, feature, or 

post. Whether first of last names should be used is determined based on which will best serve the 

purpose of the article. For example, use last names in more formal pieces such as news stories and 

research articles. In articles which need to evoke a greater sense of relatability to an individual or 

individuals, such as more personal alumni or faculty / staff stories including “Giving Back” or “Adapting 

to Change,” first names may be used. 

 

Repetition 

Repeating the same words too frequently, especially in close proximity, should always be avoided. Such 

repeated words should be changed to synonyms or deleted where possible, or the sentence should be 

restructured: “The success of our community partners is vital to the area.” rather than “The success of 

our community partners is vital to the community.”     

Avoid consistently starting paragraphs and sentences with the same words, such as “The.” 

Sentence structures should be varied and alternated throughout each article to better keep the reader’s 

interest. 

 

Submission Style 

All articles and copy should be submitted in Calibri 11 pt. font, single spaced, as a word document. 

Paragraphs should not be indented, and a space should be included between each paragraph. 
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University Name 

Southeastern vs. Southeastern Louisiana University:  

The official name is “Southeastern Louisiana University.” However, in Southeastern Magazine and 

Southeastern Monthly (and in other publications or platforms that are clearly identified and branded as 

belonging to Southeastern Louisiana University), the shortened name “Southeastern” should be used in 

place of “Southeastern Louisiana University.”  

However, the full name may be used for official names, such as “Southeastern Louisiana University 

Foundation,” where required. After the first occurrence of the full name, “Southeastern” should be used 

in all subsequent mentions: “Southeastern Foundation.” In certain circumstances, the full University 

name may also be used for emphasis / style choice. 

University:  

“University” is capitalized when used in place of “Southeastern Louisiana University,” referring to it 

specifically and serving as a proper noun. When the term “university” is used generally, it should be 

lowercase. “Taking continuing education classes at a university is one way to stay career competitive.” 

Southeastern Initialisms:  

Never use SELU! The only exception is in saying “Our name is not SELU!” When writing email addresses, 

use the “@southeastern.edu” form and not “@selu.edu.”   

SLU may be used when dealing with athletics, such as “SLU Football.” Otherwise, always use 

“Southeastern.”  

Quotes that mention “SLU” (with the only exception being athletics-related quotes) or “SELU” should be 

altered to “Southeastern.”  

 

University Terms 

Lion:  

Capitalize “Lion” when used in a University context: “He is a proud Lion and supporter of Southeastern.” 

Lowercase “lion” when referring specifically to the animal: “She studies lions.” 

If using the term after “Roomie,” capitalize: “Roomie the Lion” 

Phrases:  

For specific phrases that are used as proper nouns in relation to Southeastern, capitalize: “Lion Pride,” 

“Lion Family,” “Lion Nation” 
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Titles 

Capitalize a person’s title only if it precedes his or her name and isn’t modified, but always capitalize any 

proper nouns that may be in it: “Director of Lion Taming Squigly Jones”; “Squigly Jones, director of lion 

taming.” 

 

COVID-19 
 

Either coronavirus or COVID-19 may be used, but COVID-19 is preferred for long-term clarity. “COVID-

19” should appear in all caps, whereas “coronavirus” is a general term and should be lowercase. 

Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses, but when used in context the term “coronavirus” is currently 

understood as “COVID-19.” 

 

The Internet 

Lowercase the words “internet” and “web”: “Her website is full of curious links”; “Their internet-access 

speed was excellent.”  

URLs: Addresses are given in the same typeface as the text in which they appear, though may be 

differentiated using an accent color: “The address is journalistsresource.org.” 

Websites: Use title-style capitalization and roman type: “He loves the Journalist’s Resource.” 

 

Plants and Animals 

Lowercase common names, such as “oak,” but still capitalize any proper names, such as “American oak.” 

Italicize scientific or species names, capitalizing the genus: “A lion is also known as Panthera leo.”  

 

Astronomy 

Capitalize the names of planets. Capitalize the “E” in “Earth” when referring to the planet; lowercase the 

“e” when referring to the dirt or ground: “The satellite orbits Earth.” “We planted trees in the earth.” 

Capitalize “Sun” and “Moon” when referring to our Sun or Moon. Lowercase when referring to the type 

of body in general or the suns or moons of other planets: “The Moon was bright yesterday.” “Jupiter has 

many moons.” 
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Numbers 

One through nine are spelled out; 10 and above are figures (Arabic numerals). If a sentence begins with 

a number—even a year—it should be spelled out or the sentence rewritten. Use figures in tables. 

Percentages: Use the word “percent” in running text. In space-constrained contexts such as tables, the 

% symbol can be used. 

Million, billion: Always use figures and spell out the words million and billion. 

Phone numbers: U.S. area codes get no special treatment and aren’t preceded by a 1. Use the more 

modern form of periods between groups of numbers: “Call 985.555.5555 for more information.” 

 

Time and date 

Month, day: Spell out the month and use figures for the day: “The symposium took place on April 2.” Do 

not use “st,” “nd,” “rd,” “th” after the date (ex. April 2 rather than April 2nd). Avoid the use of figures for 

the month, as in “1/2/2011,” which could be read as either January 2 or February 1.  

Month, year: If month, day, and year are present, set off the year with matching commas. Otherwise, 

don’t use commas. “The morning of June 12, 1964, the sun rose early”; “February 2009 was particularly 

cold.” 

Decades: Do not use an apostrophe between the year and final s: “Southeastern was founded in the 

1920s.” If you omit the first part of the year, a more informal option, use an apostrophe to indicate the 

missing digits: “Roomie looked very different in the ’80s.”  

Ages and time periods with specific names are capitalized: the Bronze Age. the Middle Ages. the Jazz 

Age. the Roaring Twenties. Otherwise, lowercase the decade: the twenties. 

Time: Use lowercase a.m. and p.m., with periods. Always use figures, with a space between the time and 

the a.m. or p.m. If it’s an exact hour, no “:00” is required. If a time range is entirely in the morning or 

evening, use a.m. or p.m. only once: “6:30–10 p.m.” If it goes from the morning into the evening (or vice 

versa), you need both: “10 a.m.–2 p.m.” If all caps font is being used, small caps must be used for the 

designation: “10 AM–2 PM”  
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Dashes 

Em-dashes: 

Em-dashes are the widest commonly used dash and can either indicate a break in thought or set off part 

of a sentence for emphasis: “Commencement often marks the end of a student’s days on campus—but 

the beginning of a successful future.”   

En-dash:  

An en-dash should be used to show continuity between numbers. “The conference runs January 2–3.” 

 

Comma 

 

Use the Oxford comma—in lists of three or more items, use a comma before “and” or “or”: “The recipe 

called for flour, butter, and foie gras.”  

When there are only two items, do not use a comma: “He doesn’t eat anything but pizza and Twizzlers.” 

 

Period 
 

Use only one space after the end of a sentence. Like this. 

 

Colon  
 

Capitalize the first word after a colon only if it’s followed by a complete sentence: “The fact was 

undeniable: He was the only person still at work.” Otherwise, the first word is lowercase: “She loved 

only one thing: copyediting.” 

 

Apostrophe 

 

An apostrophe is used with contractions and also to indicate possession. Add an s to all single nouns and 

names, even if they already end in an s: “Ross’s vacation begins tomorrow.” If the noun or proper name 

itself is a plural, do not add an “s”: “The New York Times’ article was great.”  
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Do not use an apostrophe to form a plural noun. The rare exception to the rule is when certain 

abbreviations, letters, or words are used as nouns, as in “Be sure to cross your t’s and dot your i’s.” 

Unless the apostrophe is needed to avoid misreading or confusion, omit it. 

Quotation marks

Periods and commas go inside quote marks: “Squigly, you are a great student,” she said. 

The position of exclamation and question marks depends on what’s being questioned or exclaimed: Did 

you hear her ask, “What was the total attendance at yesterday’s event?” 

Semicolons go outside of quotation marks. 

When continuing a quote into a new paragraph, mark a beginning quotation mark at the start of the 

second paragraph, but do not create a closing quotation mark at the end of the first paragraph: 

“Squigly and I love being at Southeastern. 

“There are so many opportunities for hands-on learning.” 

Lists

Capitalize the first word after each bullet or number. Insert a period at the end of each item only if it’s a 

complete sentence, or if the list has a mix of complete and incomplete sentences. 

Slash Marks

When using a slash mark to separate words, such as “faculty / staff,” include a space on either side of 

the mark. 

Compound Words 

For compounds that may be correctly written as an open compound (“school child”) or closed 

compound (“schoolchild”), closed compound is the preferred form. 

See the supplemental Chicago Manual of Style quick-guide for further examples. 
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